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ABSTRACT
Inventory investmentappears tohavea significant impacton the movement of aggregate output during business
cycle contractions. Recentempirical evidence has raised doubts about the often used assumption ofa buffer-
stock/production-smoothing motivationfor inventory. Work by Blinder and Maccini suggests that the use of
an (S,s), or intermittent adjustmentdecisionrule, betterexplains the stylized factsof the dynamics of inventory
investment. This has led to the focus on the (S,s) as an alternative to production-smoothing. I assume that
some agents use the (S,s) adjustment rule while others attempt to smooth production in the face ofconvex costs
and uncertain demand. I simulate the interaction of heterogeneous agents (representing manufacturing,
wholesale and retail agents) with differentinventory decision rules to demonstrate that the stylized facts can
be explainedby adisaggregated model with vertical coupling between agents. The simulations find opposite
aggregation bias effects for(S,s) agents than forproduction smoothing agents. In particular, aggregation
horizontally acrossagents and/or temporally decreased the relativevariability ofproduction/ordering to sales
for (S,s) agents while itincreased the relativevariability forproduction smoothing agents. The simulations
also revealed synchronization by (S,s) agents when subjected to aggregate shocks. This may explain in some
ofthe asymmetrical characteristics of the business cycle.
KEYWORDS: Simulation, Inventory Investment, Heterogeneous, ProductionSmoothing, (S,s), Aggregation,
Business Cycles
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1. INTRODUCTION
The role of inventory investment in business cycle contractions has been well documented (Blinder
and Maccini 1991). Explanations of aggregate inventory investment dynamics have been tempered by the
needto reconcile firm level behaviourwith the aggregate data. Metzler’s (1941) seminal article established
the potentialfor endogenous inventory cycles in a dosed economy with lagged response of production to
changes in demand. The models used byMetzlerwere adhoc and served toillustratethe impact ofvarying
lag coefficients. Since then, most of the inventory research has focussed on establishing a viable model
ofthefirm’s motivation forinventory and the resulting decision rules. The conventional wisdom, pioneered
by Holt, Modigliani, Muth and Simon (1960), holds that firms use inventories as a buffer to smooth
production in the face of uncertain demand and convex (quadratic) costs. The inventory investment
decision rule used to accomplish smoothing Is assumed to be a partial stock adjustment about a desired
levelof inventory. Morerecently it has been recognizedthatthe partial adjustment or smoothing hypothesis
Isdeficient In explaining the observed movement in aggregate inventoryinvestment. Theempirical analyses
of aggregate data find highervariability of production than sales and a positive correlation between sales
and Inventory. The former appears to contradict the production smoothing motivation, and the latter
appears to contradict the buffer stock motivation for holding inventory.
WorkbyBlinder and Maccini suggests that a model of intermittent adjustment or (5,~)1 model does
abetter Job of explaining the observed stylized factsof inventory investmentmovement than the production
smoothing or buffer stock models. In particular, the observed higher variability of production than sales in
aggregate manufacturing and trade datais morereadily explained withan (S,s) model. Theretail sectorand
the materials and supplies sector of manufacturing account for most of the variability in trade Inventories
(See Blinder 1990). These two sectors are likely candidates for an (S,s) decision rule because there are
potential economies of scale due to fixed cost associated with ordering or delivery and possible volume
discounts.
Interittent adjustment models tend to be intractable at the aggregate level if agents are subject
to both aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks. Path dependence and random perturbations limit general
statementsto a few highly restrictive scenarios. Work by Caplin (1985), Caballero and Engle (1991) and
Bertola and Caballero (1990) is beginning to establish a framework for evaluatingthe aggregate dynamics
of economies where agents make lumpy adjustments.
The typical measure ofvariability is the ratio of the variance of production to the variance of sales.
A ratio less than 1.0 is assumed to confirm smoothing, while a ratio greater than 1.0 is assumed to
‘The (Ss) inventory managementmodel is characterized by abandwidth of inventorywitha lower limit
designated as s and an upper limit designated as S. When inventory levels fall below s, the agent purchases
enough to raise the inventory levels to S. When inventorylies within the band, no action is taken.4
contradict smoothing. Lovell (1993) and Lai (1991) question the validity of using this variance ratio as a
measure of productionsmoothing. Lovell’ssimulation measured varianceratio greaterthan1.0 whenagents
were smoothing production. Lai shows how the relative size of aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks can
result in variance ratios that exceed 1.0 when data are aggregated over agents who smooth production.
The implication is that the observed aggregate stylized facts may not contradict the microeconomic
production smoothing motivation; the apparent contradiction may in fact be due to the effects of
aggregation.
This paper demonstratesthat the existence of heterogeneousagents who facevarying motivations
and costs of holding inventory, in conjunction withthe vertical linkage of these agents, can help explain the
stylized factsobserved in aggregate inventorydynamics. Thisvertical aggregation as wellas horizontal and
temporal aggregation candistort thevariance ratio, supporting the argumentthat thevariance ratio may not
be a valid statistic to determine smoothing.
Dueto the inherent difficultyin obtaining an analytic solution when agents use lumpy adjustments,
the interactionof threelevels of agents underavariety of production/order smoothing and lumpy (S,s) rules
are simulated. To highlight some of the implications of horizontal aggregation, each sector Issplit into four
identical firms. Each firm is subjected to idiosyncratic and/or aggregate shocks to sales. The resulting
means and variances of production, sales and inventory are observed at the individual levels and in the
aggregate to determine how well the stylized facts are explained by this model.
I find thatwhen at least one set of agents within a vertical hierarchy uses an (S,s) decision rulefor
inventory management, variability in aggregate production appears more like (S,s) than smoothing. I also
find that the presence of aggregate shocks can cause (S,s) agents to synchronize their purchases and
behave like one large (S,s) agent, thus exacerbating the relative variability. As idiosyncratic shocks become
more important, the relative variabilityofthe aggregate tends to decrease dueto less synchronization. The
impact of aggregating the data temporally and horizontally across agents differs for production smoothing
agents and (S,s) agents. Aggregation biased the variance ratio of (S,s) agents downwards and biased the
variance ratio of production smoothers upwards.
These results suggest, on the one hand, that variance ratios of aggregate data that exceed 1.0 can
reflect either aggregate production smoothing agents or aggregate (S,s) agents. On the other hand, the
results suggest a potential method of identifying the underlying decision rule bydisaggregating temporally
or by agent. If the disaggregation results in a higher variance ratio, this would suggest an underlying
dominant (S,s) rule; Ifthe disaggregated data resulted in a lower variance ratio, this would suggest that the
dominant rule was production smoothing.
The multi-sector model also sheds some light on the correlation between sales and inventory
investment. Most scenarios do not result in the positive correlation between sales and inventory displayed
in the stylized empirical facts. They did, however, demonstrate atendency toward positive correlation when5
(S,s) decisions were used, when production smoothers were facing sales from other production smoothers,
or when (S,s) agents were aggregated temporally.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the historical movement of inventory
investment and reviews the relevant literature and its relationship to this paper. Section 3 formalizes the
proposed disaggregated model. Section 4discusses implicationsof aggregation. Section 5 presents results
and conclusions.
2. UTERATURE REVIEW
Inventory Investment and Recessions
Historically, most post-war recessions have been characterized by a significant reduction in
aggregate Inventory investment relative to the reduction from peak to trough of the GNP. Figure 1 shows
a plot of manufacturing, wholesale and retail sales from January, 1970 to July 1994, with the recessionary
periods as defined by the NBER indicated by vertical lines. Figure 2 shows the associated inventory
Investment at the manufacturing, wholesale and retail levels for the same time period. The general
comovementoverthe period Is easilyseen. Duringthe recessionary periodsbracketed bythe vertical lines,
thereappearsto bea negative correlation betweenthe movement of sales and inventory inthe initial months
of the period.
Figure 1.
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Blinder (1990), evaluating data from the interwar and post-war recessions through 1980, observes
that for the post-war period,
inventory change has, on average, accounted for 101 percent of the peak to trough dedine in real GNP; or
keeping score a different way, the average inventory change was 60% of the average GNP decline.~ (p. 85.)
For the interwar recessions, he notes that inventory investment declined for each of the recessions even
though real GNP increased during two of these.
Blinder and Maccini (1991), using data through the 1981-82 recession, detect an 87% average
contribution of inventory investmentto the peak to trough change in real GNP during post-war recessions.
They alsodecompose the monthly inventory stocks and inventory investment by trade sector to determine
which sectors contribute most to the volatility. A more detailed discussion of the extent of the relative
movements can be found In Blinder (1990) and Blinder and Maccini (1991).
Stylized Facts and Survey
The primary stylized facts that require explanation according to Blinder (1990 Ch. 6), and Blinder
and Maccini (1991) are:
1) production varies more than sales;
2) the covariance of sales and inventory investment is usually found to be positive rather than
negative;
Figure 2
Trade Inventories by Sector 1970—94
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3) the empirical speed of adjustment of Inventory stocks is usuallyvery slow;
4) changes in inventories of finished goods, work in progress and materialsand supplies have very
low correlation.
This paper restricts attention to the first two stylized facts. The literature has taken two different
directions in confronting these stylized facts. One school seeks to salvage the production smoothing
hypothesis by explaining the conditions under which production smoothing can give rise to the observed
aggregate stylized fact. The other school focuses on an alternative to the production smoothing paradigm,
the mosteligible being the (S,s) inventorypolicy. Work by Blinder, Fair, Braun and Krane, Lal, Kashyap and
Wilcox, and Kahn take the first tack. Blinder and Maccini, Caplin, Mosser and Rame? look at (S,s)
economies as an alternative.
Blinder (1990 ch. 6) offers a model in which these stylized facts can be explained bythe existence
of cost shocks, the anticipation of demand shocks by producers, demand shocks that build before they
decay, or serially correlated demand. By introducing cost shocks into the model, agents are able to take
advantage of intertemporal substitution in production. This substitution can result in higher variance of
production than demand. If demand has an autoregressive component and/or firms anticipate demand
shocks in their production plans, then the variance of production to sales will be close to unity and the
presence of relatively small cost shocks can result in avariance ratio greaterthan 1.0.
Eichenbaum (1989) empirically tests whether firms engage in production-level smoothing or
production-cost smoothing and finds moresupport forproduction-cost smoothing thanfor production-level
smoothing. Fair (1989) suggests that lack of good data and complications associated with the sampling
interval are the major reasons forfinding higher variances of production than variances of sales. He finds
strong support for production smoothing with respect to future sales for four of seven industries for which
physical-units data are available. Braun and Krane (1991) alsofind supportfor productionsmoothing using
physical units data in a wider range of industries. They were not successful in identifying quadratic costs
however. Froeb and Koyak (1994) suggest an alternative measure for determining relative smoothn6.~3 in
time series using spectral analysis. Using the new measure they retested 34 of 38 series tested by Braun
and Krane (1991) and detected smoothness in some series whose variance ratios were greater than 1.0.
Kahn (1987) shows that if demand is positively seriallycorrelated or if firms are allowed to backlog excess
demand, production smoothers can experience higher variability in production than sales.
The upshot of these results isthatthere appearsto be some circumstancesunderwhich production
smoothing agents may not appear to be smoothing in the aggregate. In particular, an increased variance
ratio may beobserved in agents applying smoothing rules but subject to unforecasted shocks. In addition,
2 Ramey tests empirically for nonconvexities in production costs which motivate lumpy behavior.8
using the variance ratio as a measure of variability may not be valid for aggregated data. While none of
the results provide convincing evidence that smoothing is not a viable paradigm at the firm level, they do
not provide strong evidence that production smoothing must be the only prevailing paradigm.
Ramey (1991) concentrates onwhetherfirmsfacedeclining marginal costs,whichwould lead them
to ‘bunch” production ratherthan smooth. Sheargues that internal labor market characteristicsand capital
utilization can lead to declining marginal costs at some levels of production. Ramey tests for declining
marginal costs in six manufacturing Industries identified as producingtostock and the automobile industry
byestimating parametersfora quadratic cost function from a stochastic Euler equation. Her empirical work
finds declining marginal costs in the form of a negative quadratic coefficient in all seven industries.
Blinder and Maccini (1991) consider microeconomic theories for inventory investment that
adequately address the stylized facts. They acknowledge avariety of reasons for holding inventories:
Inventories can be held for display purposes, as unavoidable ‘pipeline’ inventories, to improve
production scheduling, to smooth production in the face of fluctuating sales, to minimize stockout costs, to
speculateon or hedgeagainst pricemovements, to reduce purchasing costsby buying in quantity,to shorten
delivery lags, and so on. It is clear that no single model can hope to explain the rich variety of inventory
behavior; an explanation that is plausible forone industry or type of inventory maybe implausible foranother.
They nevertheless proceed to seek a unifying abstraction for the microeconornic theory of inventory
investment. They recommend the (S,s) model because it appears to resolve the stylized facts more
effectivelythanthe production smoothing paradigm, and in part because movements in retail inventoryand
manufacturing materials and supplies account for the majority of the variation in total trade inventory
Investment. These two components appear to be good candidates for intermittent adjustment because of
the potential for economies of scale in order size.
Caplin (1985) provides a general theory of the aggregation of agents who use (S,s) inventory
policies, demonstrating that the variance of orders will exceed the variance of sales under these
circumstances. Using a Markov process model in continuous time, he concludes that in the long run the
inventory levels of individual retailers are mutually independent, regardless of the correlation in sales. The
implication Isthat there can be no Induced dependencies of the movement in Inventories from correlation
in sales. This result allows characterization of the aggregate implications of (S,s) policies.
Caballero and Engle (1991) provide a framework for analyzIng the aggregate dynamics of (S,s)
economies. In particular, Caballero and Engle state conditions under which (S,s) economies achieve a
steadystate, where steady state isdefinedas a condition in whichthe distribution of inventoriesare invariant
to the distribution of demand. One of these conditions states that if the agents’ inventory are initially
uniformly distributed In the (S,s) interval, and if sales are subject to aggregate (correlated) shocks, the
Inventories will remain uniformlydistributed on the (S,s) interval. This coincides with Caplin’s observation
regarding Independence.9
Mosser (1991) uses the results of Caplin as a base to empiricallytest whetheraggregate retail data
reflect (S,s) decision rules. Her resultsshow consistencywith (S,s) but notwith quadratic cost models. The
underpinnings of the empirical work are based on the continuous time result of independence of individual
retailer’s level of inventory.
Kahn’s (1987) stock-out avoidance model blends the idea of production smoothing with the
minimum stock (s) portion of the (S,s) model and explains the higher volatilityof productionthis way. The
presenceof a penaltyfor stocking out suggests some minimum stock level, and adjusting to this levelwould
tend to result in thetypeof variation implicit in (S,s) models. This has some intuitive appeal ifthere is a cost
curve which is convex but has a large penalty for stock-outs.
Furtherresearch is necessaryto develop thetheoretical basefor a general solution tothis problem.
The complexity introduced by the ability to substitute production intertemporally suggests that a general
analytic solution is unlikely.
An alternative to choosing between two relatively polar options is to recognize the potential
heterogeneity of firms as a result of varying technology, asymmetric information or other factors. Caplin
(1985) and Blinder and Maccini (1991) acknowledge that using a multi-sector approach may be useful and
recommend it for further research. Several studies examine multi-sector models involving inventory, but
mostare input-outputtype models ratherthan ‘transactional” models. That is, although production of inputs
in one sector for use in anothersector is modeled to reflectthe appropriate time delays, the models do not
usually seek to analyze the dynamic impact of thislinkage on theflow of goods. Long and Plosser (1987),
for example, use a multi-sector input-output model where output of onesectoris an inputto another sector,
witha one period delayserving as the dynamic link between sectors. This model is used to determine the
impact of sectoral and aggregate technological shocks onthe aggregate economy. The results show that
business cycles can be generated from sectoral shocks as opposed to aggregate shocks.
More recently, Cooperand Haltiwanger(1990) use a multi-sector,two-period model, withone sector
holding inventories, to contrast the d;~namics of a representative agent, Real Business Cycle (ABC) model
with imperfect competition. The intertemporal linkage in this model is the demand for final goods. They
conclude that an RBC representative agent, perfectly competitive economy shows more substitution of
factors and less positive correlation of employment and output fluctuations across sectors than the
imperfectly competitive model. This is interpreted as an indication that an imperfectly competitive model
is superior to the competitive ABC model.
Lovell (1993) performs a multi-sector simulation involving an input/outputsystem with 21 industries
and four firms in each industry to investigate inventory dynamics. Lovell’s simulation assumes firms base
purchases of materialsand supplies on an (S,s) rule. Finished goods are assumed to be smoothed relative
to sales; final demand is determined by a marginal propensity to consume and exogenous government
purchases. His simulations demonstrate the potential for complex behavior in the aggregate. Lovell10
concludes that the ratio of the variance of output to the variance of sales is not a good measure of the
amount of smoothing taking place. He also concludes thatthe flexibleacceleratormodel and the single-firm
representation of a multi-sector are reasonablemodels. Lovell’ssimulation isof avery complex system, and
It Is not clear at times which properties of the system are driving the behavior.
The motivations for holding inventoryaresodiversethat it doesnot seem plausiblethatthere isone
overriding paradigm that can be assumed at the micro level. The class of problems involving optimal
inventory levels is large and generates a significant literature by itself. The concept that I wish to bring to
the discussion is that built-in buffers and time delays in the vertical hierarchy would distort (amplify or
dampen) cornovements in aggregate Inventory Investment, sales and production.
The multi-sector model emphasizes the impact of the vertical linkage on the accumulation and
decumulation of inventories and demonstratesthe resulting effect on the aggregate movement. I use four
identical representative agents at eachof three levels tolimitthe complexityof thesimulation sufficientlythat
the effect ofthe coupling can be isolated. The agents are assumed to be susceptible to either aggregate
or idiosyncratic demand shocks or a combination of both as a way to isolate some of the impact of
horizontal aggregation. Unlike Lovell’s model, which is a closed model, I assume demand is random and
exogenously determined. I assume a variety of inventory rules to show that the stylized facts do not
preclude the existence of production smoothing. I concentrate on explaining the first two facts: that
production varies more than sales and that inventory investment and sales are positively correlated. The
paper will use simulations to support the two hypotheses that these two stylized facts can be explained in
part by: 1) the existence of heterogeneity in the inventory decision process and 2) the vertical interaction
of agents.
3. MODEL
The model presented here reflects the heterogeneity of firms; it incorporates the differences in the
dec!-ion rules used to manageinventory or production. 1 assume the market is made up of three kinds of
firms:
1. Manufacturers who sell to wholesalers and retailers.3
2. Wholesalers who buy from manufacturers and sell to retailers.
3. Retailers who buy from wholesalers and sell to final consumers.
Manufacturers are assumed to base adjustments to production on demand from wholesalers and
on avector of other factors. Wholesalers are assumed to basetheir purchases from manufacturers on their
3Manufacturers axe assumedtobe verticallyintegratedso that purchases of materials and supplies andwork
in progressis not treatedhere. A firm with different stagesofproduction would be amicroversion of avertical
heterogeneous model where different levels of one firm interact.11
sales to retailers as well as avector of otherfactors. Finally, retailersare assumed to adjust their purchases
from wholesalers based on their final consumer demand and a vector of other factors. in each case the
vector of other factors reflects the fact that inventory investment decisions are part of a nexus of profit-
seeking decisions.4
In determining an appropriate level of inventory, a firm considers the costs of holding inventory,
future level of sales, stock-out costs, fixed costs of ordering, delivery times and production costs. In
addition, the financial status of the firm must also be considered; liquidity and credit constraints may
directly affectthe choice of inventorylevel. For purposes of thispaper I restrict myattentionto the response
due to changes in demand to demonstrate the impact of coupling.
The production/purchasing decision rules of the firms can be represented as:
(1)
where Q, represents production, x, manufacturing sales, Q2 (= x,)wholesalepurchases, x2wholesale sales,
Q3 (= x2) retail purchases, x3 retail sales, and 11, 1~ and z3 are other factors affecting the production and
purchasing decisions.
By the accounting rule for inventory:
A11(1)=0~(0-x~(0 =(0,~(0)-x~(0
~‘2(0 =02(0 -;(0=~(0) -;(0 (2)
&I3(0=03(0-;(0=(0~(0)-;(0
From the dynamic interaction between retail sales and all the other sales and purchases we see that the
above inventory equations can be expressed as:
A!1 (1)=(0~~(0~(0)
A12(o=G(;(o, (1), (0) (3)
A 13(1)=Mx,(1),~(0)
‘~Hay andLouri (1991) proposethat most inventory analysis tends to overlook this fact and incorporate
it in their empirical analysis. Theytreat inventory investment as partof a portfolio ofassets andliabilitieswhich
are adjusted based on expectedreturns. Theytest their model usingUKdata and fmd it to be superior to the
traditional stock adjustment model. Work by Carpenter, Fazzari and Petersen (1994) focuses on the
substitutability ofinventoryinvestment for external fmancingin imperfect financialmarkets. They fmdevidence
that firmsthat arefmancially constrainedmayreduce inventoryinvestment moresignificantly duringrecessionary
periods wheninternal fmancing alternatives become scarcer. In spite of these considerations, the focus of the
simulations here is restricted to the portion of the decision affected by sales.12
where the complexity of the new functions F, G, and H depends on the decision rules. The implicit
assumption isthat retailers only purchase from wholesalers. It should be noted that the problem statement
allows for a variety of decision rules - stock adjustment, (S,s) or ad hoc. Given the above relationships,
aggregate inventory change isthe summation of F(.), G(.) and H(.).
The result of this interdependence is that even when the dynamic response of production to a
change in demand may be dampened in a given sector, the dynamic coupling of these sectors can result
In an amplified aggregate dynamic response of production. Thus, although production smoothing may be
taking place atthe manufacturing level, the aggregate response can be distorted in the transient dynamics
due to coupling with the retail orwholesale level, where bunching may be occurring.
Example
For illustrative purposes, consider the impact of a change in retail sales on total inventory levels
when the decision rules are second order ARMA’s. That is, purchases and production are based on the
changes In inventory over the last two periods. For simplicity we will eliminate the wholesale level.
0/4)—0/f-I).-8J0/t-1) -x/t-1)j—pJQ/t-2)—x/f-2)] (4)
Using appropriate time series methods we can establish the relationship:
(5)
$/L)-O/L))xx~
where the following polynomials in lag operators are substituted for brevity:
OLL)=1 -(1 ÷6)L+p,L2
(6)
The first part of equation 5 Isa transfer function representation of the relationship between production and
sales. The second equation in 5 isthe equivalent form for inventory investment. This leads to the following






The total change in inventory is the sum of thetwo inventory changes and can be expressed as a
function of retail sales. This becomes an ARMA(4,4) even though the original individual decision rules of
each firm level was an ARMA(2,2).
Intuitively, we canthink of an initial shock which resulted in a stationary response overtime at the
first level. The second level sees not one shock but several as the responses of the first level becomes the
shocks of the second level. The response atthe second level is now a higher orderthan the first. Similariy
the third level sees shocks which are the output of the second level. Depending onthe speed of decay at
each level, significant amplification can occur by the third level.
The upshot of this result is that even when the dynamic response of a given level of production is
well behaved, the dynamic coupling of these levels can result in poorly behaved dynamic response. Thus
although production smoothing may be taking place at each type of firm, the aggregate response can be
distorted in the transient dynamics from the vertical coupling of agents.




Figure 3 Aggregate Response When Agenti and Agent2 Figure 4 Aggregate Response to Shock When Agenti Sees
Unlinked Demand From Agent2’s Production
Figure 3 shows the summed responsewhen eachagent facesthe impulsedirectly. Figure 4 shows
the responsewhen agent 2 sees the responseof agent 1 as its shock (p~=x1J.The two decision ruleswere
chosen toreflect harmonicfrequencieswhere agent 2’s response wastwicethefrequencyof agent 1. When
they are vertically linked, the amplitude of the aggregate is about 1.5 times as much as when they are
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unlinked. Figures 5 and 6 comparethe aggregate responsewhen both agents havethe samedecision rule
(Agenti’s), and are independent)with when Agent 2 responds to demand from Agent 1. In this case the
amplitude of the oscillation increases from a peak of about 30 to one of about 85 when agent 2’s input is
agent l’s response to the shock.
Figure 6 Aggregate Response to a Shock When Agents are Figure 6 Aggregate Response to Shock When Agent2 Sees
Separate but Identical Agenti ‘s Response as Demand
4. TEMPORAL AND HORIZONTAL AGGREGATION
The vertical coupling discussed above can lead to dynamic distortion when looking at aggregate
data. Typical summary statistics and correlations may be misleading. Similar distortions can also occur
when variables are aggregated horizontally and overtime. The followingauthors provide expositions of the
theoretical underpinnings for the effects of horizontal and temporal aggregation.
Christiano and Eichenbaum (1987) discuss the implications of temporal aggregation on
macroeconomic variables. When the decision period for agents does not coincide with the data sampling
intervals, distortions and erroneous conclusions may occur. Thisbias due totemporal aggregation can lead
to rejection of models using conventional statistical tests. They demonstrate how this lack 3fcoordination
between sampling interval and decision interval can result in the observed stylized result of slow speeds of
adjustment.
Analyzing the impact of horizontal aggregation across (S,s) agents has been shown to be very
difficult (Blinder [1990]). Caplin (1985) uses a model of (S,s) which implies mutual independence of
Inventory levels regardless of the correlation between sales. This result allows him to make statements
regarding the long-run aggregate variance. The primary aggregation result is that the difference between
the variance of aggregate sales and the variance of aggregate production is the sum of the individual
differences of thevariances of each agent. The correlation between sales does notplay a part. As indicated
above, this result hinges on the fact that the continuous time model allows agents to replenish at exactly
s. Caballero and Engle (1991) arrive at similar conclusions, but they incorporate a heterogeneity of agents
Deco~.p led lnpulee Response Coupled lnpulse Response
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intothe (S,s) economiesand derive a result for cases where shocks are idiosyncraticor systemic. They also
conclude that the economies will approach the steady state in the aggregate independently of the level of
idiosyncratic shocks. It appears that the assumption of continuous time and replenishment exactly at s is
necessaryto getthese resultsbecause the simulations showa tendencyto synchronizationwhen aggregate
shocks dominate.
Horizontal aggregation of agents who use the production smoothing rule presents a different
challenge. Intuitively, one would expect the aggregation of agents who smooth to result in variance ratios
even less than for individual agents. Lal demonstrates, however, that when there are both aggregate and
idiosyncratic shocks to sales, the aggregate variance ratio can be distorted, resulting In a highervariance
ratio in the aggregate when Idiosyncratic shocks dominate. The simulation results are accumulated over
time and across agents to test these theoretical results on aggregation.
5. SIMULATION RESULTS
Introduction
The primary objective of the simulations is to Illuminate the effect of heterogeneity in the decision
rules and vertical interaction of agents onthe two stylized facts - that productionvaries more than sales and
that inventory investment and sales are positively correlated. The secondary objectiveswere to determine
the effectof horizontaland temporal aggregationand the relative magnitudes of aggregate and idiosyncratic
shocks on these two stylized facts.
Heterogeneity Is simulated by allowing for different combinations of two decision rules at each of
the three levels of interaction. Five different combinations of decision rules were simulated. The vertical
Interaction Issimulated by the identification of threetypes of agents. Retailers observe and respond to retail
demand; wholesalers observe and respond to retail purchases; and manufacturers observe and respond to
wholesale orders. For each set ofdecision rules, three kinds of demand shocks werethen simulated at the
retail level - exclusively aggregate shocks, an equal combirition of aggregate and idiosyncraticshocks, and
finally, exclusively idiosyncraticshocks. Aggregate orsystemic shocks are defined as adisturbances which
affect each agent equally and simulated asa randomdraw, v~, applied to eachagents demand; idiosyncratic
shocks are defined in this context as independentdisturbances (from the same distribution) affecting each
agent and are simulated as differentdraws, ~, fromthe same distribution applied to each agent’sdemand.6
Aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks at the retail level are transmitted to the wholesale and manufacturing
~The definition ofidiosyncratic shocks used here is slightly different from the casewhere idiosyncratic
shocks are considered “zero-sum1 redistributions of demand.16
levels by a variation in the amount of sales that reflect an average of the downstream agents versus sales
from an exclusive downstream agent.
Table 1 lists the cases that were simulated. Each set of decision rules represent one group of
cases. The Impact of the different combination of shocks is then isolated for each group. Cases 1, 2 and
3 are classifiedas Group A, Cases 4, 5 and 6a sGroup B, Cases 7, 8, and 9a sGroup C, Cases 10, 11, and
12 as Group D, Cases 13, 14, and 15 as Group E.
Table 1 Description of Cases
Group Case Retail Decision Wholesale Manufacturers Retail
Rule Decision Rule Decision Rule Demand
Shocks6
A Case 1 5,5 S,s Production Smoothing A
Case 2 S,s S,s Production Smoothing A/I
Case 3 S,s S,s Production Smoothing I
B Case 4 Order Smoothing Order Smoothing Production Smoothing A
Case 5 Order Smoothing Order Smoothing Production Smoothing A/I
Case 6 Order Smoothing Order Smoothing Production Smoothing I
C Case 7 Order Smoothing Order Smoothing 5.s A
Case 8 Order Smoothing Order Smoothing S,s A/I
Case 9 Order Smoothing Order Smoothing S,s
D Case 10 Order Smoothing S,s Production Smoothing A
Case 11 Order Smoothing S,s Production Smoothing A/I
Case 12 Order Smoothing S,s Production Smoothing I
E Case 13 S,s Order Smoothing S,s A
Case 14 S,s Order Smoothing S,s A/I
Case 15 S,s Order Smoothing S,s
The first three cases, Group A, represent the most plausible combination of decision rules in that
bunching or S,s behavior is morelikely at the wholesale and retail level while production smoothing makes
sense at the manufacturing level when quadratic or convex costs obtain. The other sets of decision rules
(Groups Bthrough E) reflect less plausible rules for the agents as identified. That is, it may be unlikely that
a retailer, faced with high costs of delivery would choose to smooth. However, in the abstract, the
simulations can infact reflect thevertical interaction within a single firmwhere either smoothing or (S,s) may
be the appropriate decision at the division level.
Assumptions
Theassumptions made herein do not reflectan attempt to perform a calibration exercise, because
my intention is to demonstrate the mechanics of the interaction. The chosen parameters do reflect
reasonable parameters and a sensitivity analysis test of the robustness of the conclusions over a range of
parameters was performed.
6 A=Aggregate Shocks A/1=Both Aggregate and ldiosyncratic I—Idiosyncratic17
The following assumptions were made for all base case simulations:
o Initial inventory levels were drawn from a uniform distribution between 200 and 500.
o Aggregate and idiosyncratic sales shocks were drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero
and variance 225.
o Retail sales were assumed to be 100 plus the appropriate combination of aggregate and
Idiosyncratic shocks.
o (S,s) inventory rules specified that if inventory levels fall below 200, purchases (or production)
were made to return inventory to 500 at the beginning of the next period.
o The production smoothing rule was assumed to be a three period moving average of pastsales.
There is no attempt to tie this to optimizing behavior. Intuitively, however, given a demand pattern which
reflects customers who replenish every three periods, production smoothed to a three-period moving
average would reflect at least a near optimal smoothing.
o 100% of retail purchasesweremade from wholesalers, and 100% of all wholesale purchaseswere
made from manufacturers.
o Wholesale and manufacturers’ sales were assumedto be a combination ofthe averagepurchases
of all 4 “downstream” agents and the purchase of the immediate “downstream” agent. That is, the Ith
wholesale agent sees sales of either 0.25 times the total retail purchases (i.e. the average) in the cases of
aggregate shocks, 100% ofthe jth retail agents purchases in the case of purely idiosyncratic retail demand
shocks, ora combination ofthe twowhen a combination of shocks is imposed at the retail level. Thiswas
doneinstead of introducing additional idiosyncratic shocks at thewholesale and manufacturing level. In all
cases total wholesale sales equal total retail purchases and total manufacturing sales are equal to total
wholesale purchases.
Theinteraction of 4 Identical firmsat eachlevel wassimulated for 100 periods. Although the periods
can be considered to be months, they are not necessarily intended to be. The resulting means and
variances of the sales, production or purchases, and inventory levels were recorded for first differences,
aggregated over agents in each sector and then temporally aggregated over three periods (which can be
considered to be a quarter).
Results
Cases 1, 4, 7, 10 and 13 have exclusively aggregate shocks to retail sales. Aggregate shocks to
retail sales increase the likelihood of synchronization of the purchases by agents who use an (S,s) rule.
After a number of periods, the aggregate of the four firms behaves as one firm using the (S,s) rule.7 This
It was observedina separate experiment in horizontal aggregation of100 (S,s) agents that large aggregate
shocks again resulted in synchronized movement after anumber ofperiods.18
occurs because the firms do not replenish exactly at s but at some s - ~,, with the result that, depending
onthe size of the shock, morethan one firm can end up replenishing at the sametime. Once theyreplenish
together once, they will synchronize from then on, because each firm replenishes to the same S. Over a
long enough period of aggregate shocks, the individual firms eventually all synchronize and move as one
composite agent. The resulting variances of (S,s) agents are highest with aggregate demand shocks. This
can be observed by noting the height of the sawtooth for aggregate (S,s) purchases in the figures in the
appendix. When purchases during one period exceed the 1200 composite (S-s) for four firms, this is an
indication that their inventory had dropped substantially below s in the period before.
As idiosyncratic shocks are added, thevariance ofthe retail sales is lowered, and there isalso less
synchronization. The variance of (S,s) firms purchases is lowered by the diversity of replenishment times.
In Cases 2, 5, 8, 11 and 14, the variance of the retail demand decreases, reflecting a combination of
aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks. The impact on thevariance ratiodepends on the relative reduction in
thevariance ofthefirms’ productionor purchases. In most cases, the reduction in the variancein sales was
more thanthe reduction in the variance of retail purchases resulting in an increase in the variance ratio. In
Cases 3, 6, 9, 12 and 15 retail demand is subjected to idiosyncratic shocks only. This reflects the most
diversity between the purchases of the (S,s) agents. Here again, the net effect on the variance ratio is
indeterminate.
The smoothing rule used throughout matched closelythe (S,s) purchasing patterns. (S,s) agents
replenished every 3 periods on average, and Production/order smoothing agents smoothed over three
periods. The ratio ofthe variance of production to thevariance of sales whenever smoothersface demand
from (S,s) agents Is much less than one. However, in Group A for example, even though the ratio of the
variance of manufacturing purchasestothe variance ofmanufacturing sales ismuch less than 1.0, thelarge
variances induced bythe use of (S,s) rules at the retail and wholesale levels result in a ratio of the variance
of manufacturing production to ~~jl sales that is much greater than one. This demonstrates that the
presence of downstream S,s agents can mask the existence of smoothing when aggregate data are
observed.
Cases 4, 5 and 6 represent a homogeneous set of agents who all use a smoothing rule but are
connected vertically. Typically one might expect to find this arrangement when manufacturers produce
inputs for other manufacturers. This arrangement is less likely with actual retailers and wholesalers. It
serves to isolate the impact of the vertical interaction as distinguished from heterogeneity.
Summary Statistics
The summary statistics (means, variances and variance ratios) were compiled for the aggregate of
each level. For a given combination of decision rules we observe the variance ratios and correlations of
sales to inventory at three different levels of aggregation to isolate the effect of aggregation. Summary19
statistics were compiled for individual first differences, aggregated over individuals and then temporally
aggregated over three periods.
Table 2 summarizes the means and variances of the aggregate of each level as well as totals for
Cases 1, 2 and 3. The variances of production or purchases of firms using (S,s) rules are primarily a
function of the level of sales and the time to replenishment. This is reflected in the variance ratio of retail
purchases to retail sales (a,,~,2/a,,2)being very large.8 The ratio of the variance of retail purchases to sales
ranges from 81.0 when only aggregate shocks are present to 91.5 when only idiosyncratic shocks are
present. This reflects boththe Impact of the swings in purchases resulting from the intermittent adjustment
and the reduction In variance of retail sales with the increaseddiversity. When idiosyncratic shocksbecome
more prominent, there isa canceling effect and the variance of retail sales decreases. The variance of retail
purchases and wholesale purchases are also reduced as idiosyncratic shocks increase, because there is
less synchronization of agents’ purchases.
Thewholesalers also purchase usingan (S,s) rule, butthevariance of wholesale purchases relative
to the retail purchases (ci~~2/a,~2) range between 1.1 and 2.23. This result emphasizes that the variance is
dominated by the mean sales and time to replenishment since the mean sales and time to replenishment
are approximately the samefor both levels.
In all three cases, the variance ratio of manufacturers production relative to retail sales (a,,~2/a~2)
ranges from 9.4 and 20.6, even though the manufacturers smooth production relative to wholesale sales.
This illustrates that the presence of downstream lumpy adjustment masks production smoothing when
compared to final sales. Figures A1-A3 in the appendix show the dynamic movement of the variables for
Cases 1-3 respectively.
Cases 4, 5 and 6 (Group B) reflect decision rules where all 3 types of agents use a purchase or
production smoothing rule. The summary statistics are shown in Table 3. in Case 4 the demand shocks
are aggregate shocks; in Case 5 they are a mixture of aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks; and in Case 6
they are purely idiosyncratic. The smoothing rule in place is the same as that used by manufacturers in
Cases 1, 2 and 3. The rule is a three period moving average of sales, which worked quite well with lumpy
sales from a wholesale purchase rule that reflected an average time to replenishment of three periods.
Now, however, the retailersare using thissmoothing rule in the faceof sales that are Gaussian disturbances
around a mean and the smoothing rule is not as effective in this case. The first noticeable result is that the
variance ratio of retail purchases to sales is greaterthan one. This implies immediately that a smoothing
rule which is optimal (or at least near optimal) for a given set ofdisturbances may not beappropriate when
8 In the aggregate economy, variances would tend to be less due to aggregationover many more agents.20
some other disturbance occurs. The second noticeable result is that the “downstream” variance ratios are
approximately 1.0. This could be because the smoothing rule also reflects a 100% adjustment over three
periods. The third point of interest in these results is that the variance ratio of the retail level increases as
shocks become more idiosyncratic. This verifies Lai’saggregation bias results and Lovell’s conclusionsthat
the variance ratio may not be a reliable measure of the degree of smoothing taking place at the firm level.
Figures A4-A6 show the dynamic movement of the variables over the period.
Table 4 shows the resultsfor Cases 7, 8 and 9 (Group C) wherethe decision rules at the wholesale
and retail levels are to smooth purchases and the manufacturing level uses an (S,s) production rule. The
demand shocks areaggregate, a mixture of aggregate and idiosyncratic and purely idiosyncraticfor Cases
7, 8 and 9 respectively. The primary interesting result here is the reduction in the variance of production
to sateswhen theshocks are more idiosyncratic. As expectedthevariance islargest forthe (S,s) rule. Also
notable is the fact that with manufacturing using an (S,s) rule, the overall variance ratio exceeds Cases 1
through 6. The dynamics of Group C variables are shown in Tables A7-A9 in the appendix.
Table 5 shows the summary statisticsfor Cases 10, 11 and 12 (Group D) where the decision rules
are smoothing at the retail and manufacturing level and (S,s) adjustmentat thewholesale level. Here again
the decision rule at the wholesale level matchesthe smoothing rule at the manufacturing level, resulting in
a variance ratio at the manufacturing level of 0.1, which shows effective smoothing. The same rule at the
retail level, which facesa Gaussian disturbance, results in greater variance ratios. Despite the existence of
two levels of smoothing, however, the variance ratio of manufacturing production to retail sales remains
significantly greater than one. This supports the conclusion that the existence of one level which uses the
(S,s) rule Is sufficient to result in a variance ratio resembling (S,s) behavior. In this instance, however,
because smoothing is occurring before and after the (S,s) level, the overall variance ratio is not as high as
In Cases 7-9. Figures A10-A12 show the sales, production and inventory movements over the period.
Finally, Cases 13, 14 and 15 (Group E) simulate a scenario where manufacturers and retailers use
an (S,s) rule while wholesalers use a purchase smoothing rule. Again in this scenario the smoothing rule
at the wholesale level Is matched to the characteristic ofthe downstream purchasing pattern and results in
a variance ratio of 0.1. As In Cases 7,8, and 9, the use of an (S,s) rule at the manufacturing end again
results in a higheroverall variance ratiothanthe casewhere smoothing istaking place at the manufacturing
level. Table 6 shows the summary statistics and Figures A13-A15 show the dynamic movement of the
variables in this group.
Aggregation Effects
Multiple agents at each level were assumed to identify possible aggregation effects. Some authors
have suggested that there is no aggregation bias in the (S,s) situation under certain conditions. This is
counterintuitive because one would expect the presence of many agents who use the (S,s) rule and• 21
replenish at random times to have a canceling effect on the variation of the aggregate. Similarly, as one
aggregates overtime it seems intuitive that the sawtooth pattern of lumpiness would be smoothed out. On
the other hand, it is not clear intuitively how aggregation affectsthe production smoothing rule. One might
expect that the aggregation of data from agents who smooth would result in a higher degree of smoothing
in the aggregate data. Lai shows that the aggregation bias in production smoothing is a function of the
relative size and variance of aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks. More specifically, when idiosyncratic
shocks that affect the relative market share of each firm are larger than common shocks, the variance in
aggregate production increases relative to the variance in aggregate sales when firms partially adjust
production inan effort tosmooth. Lai concludes thataggregation biaswill be more important in caseswhen
aggregate shocks are less significant.
The statistics for each scenario simulated were accumulated at different levels of aggregation to
detect any general trends in the impact of aggregation. The overall results support the assertion that
aggregation bias is important in testing the degree of smoothness. The results indicated a downward
aggregation bias in the variance ratiosof (S,s) agents and an upward bias In the aggregationof production
smoothing agents. At each level of the economy and regardless of the type of shocks, the ratio of the
variance of productiontothe varianceof salesdecreased asthevariables wereaggregated overagents and
temporally when agents used an (S,s) rule. Similarly, at all levels, when the variables were aggregated for
production smoothers, the variance ratio increased. This result verifies the theoretical results of Lai and
supports the simulation results of Lovell, which again suggests that a ratio of the variances of production
to the variance of sales may be a poor measure of the degree of smoothing.
At the individual agent level, the variance of first differences were accumulated. The statistics
reported in the first section of Tables 2 through 6 are for the sum of all four agents at each level. These
ratios are repeated and accumulated over3 periodsand shownas “quarterly”, (i.e. implicitly assuming each
period is equivalentto one month.) The summary statistics ofthe firstdifferences showed less ofthe effects
of aggregation.
Inventory Investment Correlation with Sales
The correlation coefficients of levels and first differences of sales and inventorywere recorded to
see howthe second stylizedfact held for the simulated scenarios. For the most part the expected negative
correlation between changes in sales and changes in inventory were observed, verifying the buffer-stock
nature of inventory. That is, in most casesas sales increased, inventorydecreased. In some instances the
correlation was positive. However, there were no obvious patterns discernible from the data.
In the simulation cases where the agent used production smoothing and their clients also used
production smoothing, the correlation turned outto be positive. Temporal aggregation (overthree periods)
tended to increase the correlation coefficient for (S,s) agents. In cases where the negative correlation of• 22
sales to inventory for the (S,s) agents was relatively small, temporal aggregation tended to change to
positive correlation. As in the case of the first stylized fact, a caution flag must also be waved when
observing the correlation of aggregate data. Aggregate data which includes (S,s) agents tend to be more
positively correlatedthan disaggregated data. Inthiscase, however, it would appearthat aggregationwould
not normally bias the sales/inventory correlation for production smoothers from the predicted negative,
except when there is vertical Interaction with other smoothers. In other words, if the demand is from
customers who smooth bypartiallyadjusting, thenthereis increased likelihood thattherewill be biastoward
positive correlation in the aggregate.
For cases 1, 2and 3, the retail sales to inventoryshowed low negative correlation forthe aggregate
of all retail agents. When aggregated over3 periodsthe correlation became positive, indicating some bias
fromaggregation. Temporal aggregation biased the correlationtowards positive correlation for (S,s) agents
whereas forthe most partit biased the correlation forsmoothers more negatively. In otherwords, quarterly
sales to inventory correlation coefficients were more negative than monthly for production smoothers and
less negative than monthly for (S,s) agents.
Positive correlation between sales and inventory were observed for:
o Quarterly retail using (S,s) decision rules with aggregate shocks,
o Monthly wholesalewith idiosyncratic shocks and the downstream retailersalso using production
smoothing,
o Monthly manufacturing using production smoothing with aggregate shocks and all downstream
wholesalers and retailers also smoothing.
Tentative conclusions that can be made are that when downstream agents (i.e. customers) use
smoothing rules there isa tendencyfor increased positive correlation of sales and inventory; (S,s) decision
rulesalso tendto increasethe positive correlation of sales and inventory; and aggregationtends to increase
the positive correlation for (S,s) agents and increase the negative correlation for smoothing agents.
Summary and Conclusions
Theresults ofthe simulations showthepotential for unmodeled dynamicsin the economytodistort
the statistics and lead to erroneous inference. In particular, the simulations showed that:
o when some agents use (S,s) inventory decision rules, the induced variance ratios will dominate
the aggregate data.
o whendataare aggregatedthe impact is tolowerthe varianceratio for (S,s) agents and to increase
the variance ratio for production smoothers.
o sales and inventory were negatively correlated for the most part, but tended toward positive
correlation when downstream agents or customers were also smoothing.• 23
The paper set out to addresstwo stylized facts concerning inventory: production varies more than
sales and the correlation between sales and inventory is positive instead of negative. The results of these
simulations contribute the following explanations for these stylized facts:
oThe existence of a level withinthe vertical hierarchythat uses a lumpy adjustmentrule issufficient
to result in the variance of the aggregate output being greater than the variance of aggregate demand.
o Bias in aggregation tends to increase the variance ratio of production smoothing firms and
decrease the variance ratio of agents using (S,s) decision rules.
o Bias in aggregation reducesthe negative correlation between sales and inventoryfor (S,s) agents
and increases the negative correlation for production smoothing agents.
o When aggregate shocks dominate, agents who use (S,s) rules tend to synchronize, which
contributes to the increased variability of purchases compared to sales.
oThe simulations showed negative correlation between sales and inventory investment in general.
However in the cases where production smoothers faced demand from other production smoothers there
tended to be positive correlation between sales and inventory investment.
Thesefindings suggest thatthe productionsmoothing alternativeshould not be abandoned butthat
a disaggregated model reflecting heterogeneous rules might be more appropriate to model inventory
investment dynamics. In particular, a few researchers have questioned whether it is valid to use the ratio
of the variance of production to the variance of sales as an indicator of the level of production smoothing
taking place. It would appear that there are several situations which would lead to a variance ratio that
exceeds 1.0. The aggregation bias would suggest that tests of production smoothing with aggregate data
using the variance ratio as a measure should be done with caution. There may in fact be no contradiction
between the observed higher volatility in production than sales at the aggregate level with the
microeconomic motivation of smoothing.
Since the observedvariance ratios fordisaggregated industries are mixed, it is conceivablethat the
differences reflect 3ither heterogeneity or aggregation bias. Detailed observation of the production cost
characteristics of individual firms in conjunction with observation of the variance ratios of these firms might
provide insight into the effects of heterogeneity.
What ifanything doesthis suggestaboutthe variabilityofinventory investmentduring contractions?
First the potential for synchronization of (S,s) agents when there is a dominance of aggregate shocks
suggests that contractions mayreflect a simultaneous delaying of orders by agents who use (S,s) inventory
decision rules. In addition the observed rapid growth after the downturn may reflect synchronization of
replenishment by (S,s) agents. Secondly, the vertical interaction of agents may introduce a transient
dynamic response of production and Inventory to an impulse shock in sales which is exaggerated in the
aggregate. Finally, despite the limitations inherent in making generalized conclusions from simulations, it24
would appear that modeling heterogeneity is important to understanding the dynamics of inventory
investment.25
Table 2 Group A Means and VarIances of Production, Purchases, Sales and Inventory
Production SmoothIng at the ManufacturIng Level,


























Mean 401.0 381.1 397.1 418.9 1096.1 1464.3 2384.9 4945.4
Variance 3699.6 299660.7 81.0 418607.6 1.4 34704.7 0.08 9.38 118983.7 356028.5 256296.1 44048.4
Case 2
Mean 400.6 391.9 401.9 412.2 1103.9 1315,8 2389.0 4808.8
Variance 1281.0 112328.8 87.7 250297.8 2.23 26393.3 0.11 20.6 48771.3 196825.3 169157.1 39130.1
Case 3
Mean 400.2 394.5 394.0 413.2 1112.8 1563,1 2357.3 5033.1
Variance 1280.0 111146.0 91.5 130457.9 1.11 18202.1 0,14 14.2 46818.5 144834.8 99182.3 69226.4
Variance Ratios and Correlation Coefficients
Variance Ratio Correlation Coefficient
Retail Wholesale Manufacturing Mfg/Ret Retail Wholesale Manufacturing
Case 1
Avg. mdiv. First DIfferences 182.0 1.42 0.06
Aggregate of Agents 81.0 1.40 0.08 9.4 .0.038 .0.918 .0.762
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 16.9 1.3 0.4 6.8 0.614 .0.205 .0.666
Case 2
Avg. mdiv. First Differences 289.8 2.38 0.07
Aggregate of Agents 87.1 2.23 0.11 20.6 -0,181 .0.165 .0.747
Temporal (‘Quarterly”) Aggregate 45,7 1.77 0,67 30.8 0.405 .0.107 .0.725
Case 3
Avg. mdiv. First Differences 132.5 1.06 0.06
Aggregate of Agents • 91,5 1.11 0.14 14.2 -0.112 .0.854 -0.723
Temporal (‘Quarterly”) Aggregate 49.5 1.33 0.74 36.7 -0.188 .0.028 -0.84626
Table 3 Group B Means and Variances of Production, Purchases, Sales and Inventory
Smoothing at All Levels
Retail Retail Cm’/ Wholesale Manufact a,,,,’/ o,,~’/ Retail Wholesale Manutactu Total
































Variance Ratios and Correlation Coefficients
Variance Ratio Correlation Coefficient
Retail Wholesale Manufacturing Mfg/Ret Retail Wholesale Manufacturing
Case 4
Avg. lndiv. First Differences 1.52 0.87 0.99
Aggregate of Agents 1.67 1.08 1.15 2.08 -0.424 -0.030 -0.104
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 0.99 1.50 2.14 2.14 -0.920 .0.925 -0.928
Case 5
Avg. mdiv. First Differences 2.24 0.91 1.00
Aggregate of Agents 4.0 1.17 1.19 5.6 -0.129 -0.046 -0.058
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 2.4 2.16 3.62 8.8 -0.879 .0.965 .0.937
Case 6
Avg. lndiv. First Differences 1.09 0.88 0.99
Aggregate of Agents 4.01 1.18 1.20 5.7 -0.182 0.042 -0.066









Table 4 Group C Means and Variances of Production, Purchases, Sales and Inventory
Smoothing at the Retail and Wholesale Levels, (S,s) at the Manufacturing Level
Retail Retail Cm’1 Wholesale a,.~/ Manufact a,,,’/ o-1’/ Retail Wholesale Manufactu Total






419.5 2334.1 3081.6 1094.8 6510.2














1.18 106155.8 1.2 5.67 9054.2
3087.0 1091.0 6527.8
67613.2 43329.2 147188.5
Variance Ratios end Correlation Coefficients
Variance Ratio Correlation Coefficient
Retail Wholesale Manufacturing Mfg/Ret Retail Wholesale Manufacturing
Case 7
Avg. mdiv. First Differences 1.52 0.87 145.5
Aggregate of Agents 1.67 1.08 55.6 100,4 .0.424 .0.030 .0.167
Temporal (‘Quarterly”) Aggregate 0.99 1.50 17.6 17.4 -0.920 .0.925 .0.680
Case 8
Avg. lndiv. First Differences 2.24 0.91 149.7
Aggregate of Agents 4.0 1.17 33.3 156.3 -0.129 .0.046 -0.224
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 2.4 2.16 13,0 31.5 .0,879 -0.965 .0.396
Case 9
Avg. lndlv. First Differences 1.09 0.88 145.4
Aggregate of Agents 4.01 1.18 17.5 82.9 -0.182 0.042 .0.327








Table 5 Group D Means and Variances of Production, Purchases, Sales and Inventory
Smoothing at the Retail and Manufacturing Levels, (S,s) Rule at the Wholesale Level
Retail Retail a,,,,’/ Wholesale a,,~/ Manutact a,,,,’/ a~’/





















Variance Ratios and Correlation Coefficients
Variance Ratio Correlation Coefficient
Retail Wholesale Manufacturing Mfg/Ret Retail Wholesale Manufacturing
Case 10
Avg. lndlv. First Differences 1.52 126.3 0.05
Aggregate of Agents 1.67 66.7 0,07 7.7 .0.424 .0.100 -0.610
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 0.99 18.1 4.22 4.2 .0.920 -0.215 .0.665
Case 11
Avg. Indlv. First Differences 2.24 135.8 0.05
Aggregate of Agents 4.0 32.1 0.08 9.8 .0.129 -0.136 -0.437
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 2.4 9.84 4.51 10.9 -0.879 .0.168 .0.721
Case 12
Avg. lndiv. First Differences 1.09 120.8 0.07
AggregateofAgents 4.01 19.7 0.15 12.1 -0.182 0.466 .0.530














2334.1 1088.9 4139.1 7562.1
0.07 7.7 13471.6 158725.4 321505.2 247211.7
2342.0 1087.8 4140.6 7570.2
0.08 9.8 8943.2 60963.7 175583.5 233789.8
2349.8 1131.4 3722.1 7203,3
0.15 12.1 9054.2 80043.0 136509.8 155916.829
Table 6 Group E Means and Variances of Production, Purchases, Sales and Inventory
(S,s) Decision Rule at the Retell and Manufacturing Levels,
Smoothing at the Wholesale Level
Retail Retail a,,’/ Wholesale a,,,~’/ Manufact a,.,’/ a,,,~/ Retail Wholesale Manufactu Total
Sales Purchases a,,’ Purchases Cm Production a,,,,’ a,, Inventory Inventory ring Inventory
401.0 387.1 411.1
























Variance Ratios and Correlation Coefficients
Variance Ratio Correlation Coefficient
Retail Wholesale Manufacturing Mfg/Ret Retail Wholesale Manufacturing
Case 13 •
Avg. lndiv. First Differences 182.0 0.06 24.9
Aggregate of Agents 81.0 0.08 5.2 33.3 .0.038 .0.748 -0.736
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 16.9 0.41 0.41 6.9 0.614 -0.739 -0.317
Case 14
Avg. Indiv. First Differences 289.6 0.07 43.9
Aggregate of Agents 87.7 0.13 16.7 183.2 -0.187 .0.682 -0.341
Temporal (‘Quarterly’) Aggregate 45.7 0.50 1.25 57.0 0.406 -0.797 0.008
Case 15
Avg. lndlv. First Differences 132.5 0.06 17.6
Aggregate of Agents 91.5 0.11 7.4 77.9 -0.112 -0.708 -0.440
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